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2013-2014 Academic Year
Describe your program’s assessment accomplishments since your last report. Cell will expand to accommodate your text.
We did not have any substantial changes and as a unit, we are on track. At the request of the Assessment Committee, the chairs worked on and presented a poster
presenting our summative senior portfolio rubric to university faculty members in January of 2014. The Acting Chair attended mentor meetings and so a second
member of the department has gained better understanding of the assessment process.
Discuss ways in which you have responded to the Assessment Committee comments on last year’s report and what assessment work was initiated, continued, or
completed. Cell will expand to accommodate your text.
In response to the critique on last year’s report that the PSLOs contained too many details, Dr. Lalonde helped us eliminate repetitive language and consolidate
our seven PSLOs into four concise ones. We are still working on adding indirect measures and we have not given up on our dream of incorporating a national
exam as an assessment tool in the intermediate courses and then as exit exams. Prof. Tenny’s grant through the VPAA for such an exam did not receiving
funding. We are also still working on a way to articulate how our assessment data is being used to validate or change our curriculum.
Delete rows that are not needed. Copy and paste to add rows. Cells will expand to accommodate your text.
Program Student
Learning Outcomes
Analyzed and Reported
for Current Year

PSLO #_1__

List the Assessment Measure(s) for each PSLO
– if rubrics are used, a copy of each should be
in your department’s assessment subfolder on
the shared drive

Describe the results for PSLO analyzed
(assessed) this year – a copy of
summary data should be in your
department’s assessment subfolder on
the shared drive

Describe how results are shared with faculty,
students, and stakeholders.

Direct: According to the data based on the
Major Portfolio Assessment Form (MPAF)
scores, eight students scored “excellent”
and four earned “good” in this area.

Based on analysis of the course
grades and senior portfolios, we
think our students are on target
since 100 percent of them scored
“good” or higher on our MPAF. We
set a goal two years ago for all our
graduates to reach the “good” or

This report has been emailed to faculty
members in the department for suggestions and
comments for revision, we post our assessment
data on our department’s home page, and we
discuss the data at the both the annual ML
retreat and the ML annual awards ceremony.
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“excellent” level, and we met that
goal this year.

PSLO #_2__

PSLO #_3__

PSLO #_4__

Indirect:
N/A
Direct: According to the data based on the
MPAF scores, five students scored
“excellent” and seven earned “good” in
this area.

Indirect:
N/A
Direct: According to the data based on the
MPAF scores, nine students scored
“excellent” and three earned “good” in this
area.
Indirect:
N/A
Direct: According to the data based on the
MPAF scores, seven students scored
“excellent” and five earned “good” in this
area.
Indirect: Exit Interview

The data shows that this is the only
PSLO where the number of “good”
ratings” outnumbers the “excellent”
ones. We have still hit our target,
but this might be one area where we
could slightly improve.

This report has been emailed to faculty
members in the department for suggestions and
comments for revision, we post our assessment
data on our department’s home page, and we
discuss the data at the both the annual ML
retreat and the ML annual awards ceremony.

Based on analysis of the course
grades and senior portfolios, we
think our students are on target
since 100 percent of them scored
“good” or higher on our MPAF.

This report has been emailed to faculty
members in the department for suggestions and
comments for revision, we post our assessment
data on our department’s home page, and we
discuss the data at the both the annual ML
retreat and the ML annual awards ceremony.

Based on analysis of the course
grades and senior portfolios, we
think our students are on target
since 100 percent of them scored
“good” or higher on our MPAF.
We are currently working on how to
“interview” our students during
their senior thesis defense.

This report has been emailed to faculty
members in the department for suggestions and
comments for revision, we post our assessment
data on our department’s home page, and we
discuss the data at the both the annual ML
retreat and the ML annual awards ceremony.

2013-2014 Academic Year
Have there been any changes to your Program Assessment Plan (including calendar and curriculum map) since last year’s report?
___X__ Yes (describe what and why below)

_____ No

Formerly we had 7 PSLOs, but since some of the language seemed repetitive and the criteria seemed to overlap, we made cuts and revisions. We now only
have 4 PSLOs.
Describe how faculty members were involved in using assessment data to improve student learning.
This is an ongoing process in which we informally discuss the data during the school year at department meetings, and then formally at our annual retreat.
Describe how stakeholders are engaged in your assessment plan and process.
Our graduates keep us informed on how they are using the skills they learned in their language majors in both their graduate studies and jobs. This year, one
student is pursuing an MA in Paris at Columbia University and two students have secured full-time language teaching positions at both a middle school and a
high school. Another major is assisting a high school language teacher while she finishes her degree and other majors are serving the community as ESL
teacher/tutors at Topeka High. We will need to stay in touch with the two students with teaching positions to see how they do on the Praxis exam this year.
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2013-2014 Academic Year
During this year, if any PSLO was addressed through new or unique experiences outside the classroom, explain where and how the opportunities were
provided to students in your program (i.e. internships, field experiences, visiting lectures, collaborative projects, and other creative ideas you have employed).
N/A

2013-2014 Academic Year
In light of what you have learned through your assessment efforts this year and in past years, what are your plans for the next academic year?
We plan to establish guidelines for a thesis defense in order to further assess the PSLOs, especially in regard to PSLO 1 since it is difficult to evaluate a
student’s speaking skills based on the written documents they turn into us. This may entail formulating a new rubric that is essentially an amalgam of the four
PSLOs we use to evaluate our graduating seniors. Although we have hit our target of >75percent or more of our students earning a score of at least “good” on
the MPAF in regard to all of our PSLOs, we could look at the pedagogical methods we use in our FR 311 courses since what we teach in that course
corresponds to our weakest rating in the PSLOs. That said, our course grades in all the 311 courses are in general strong and consistent with the MPAF data,
so we are on track in our goal of forming majors who leave Washburn with strong foundations in grammar, culture, literature and oral communication.

Supporting documents (rubrics, summary data tables/charts, etc.) should be in your department’s assessment subfolder on the
shared drive in the correct academic year subfolder.
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